
Monday, April 6, 2020   Pre-K  4 Year Olds!
!
**Listen to the story, The Easter Bunny Is 
Missing, by clicking on this link.!
www.bing.com/videos/search?q=utube+the
+easter+bunny+is
+missing&docid=608044940669880600&mi
d=F21F453BEC4C04E96F43F21F453BEC
4C04E96F43&view=detail&FORM=VIRE!
!
*After listening to the story, they can draw a 
self portrait of themselves as the Easter 
Bunny. They could make up a name for 
themselves and write that name beside 
their picture. !
~You can ask them some of these 
questions:!
 Why would you make a good Easter 
Bunny? What is your favorite jellybean 
flavor? How long would it take you to 
deliver all of your eggs?   :) !
!

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=utube+the+easter+bunny+is+missing&docid=608044940669880600&mid=F21F453BEC4C04E96F43F21F453BEC4C04E96F43&view=detail&FORM=VIRE


*If it is a nice day, they could go outside and 
draw and Easter egg using sidewalk 
chalk.  :)  (If not, they can do this on paper.) !
Here are some questions that you might 
ask them:!
~What shape is your egg? !
~Can you draw some small circle shaped 
dots inside your egg? Can you make a 
colored pattern with these dots? 
Example~pink, green green repeat pink, 
green, green, etc..!
~Try to count all of the dots that you drew 
and see if you can choose the correct 
number that you just counted.  (You could 
write down 2 or 3 choices of numbers and 
they would have to find the correct one. 
They could trace the answer or write the 
number themselves.)!
!
!
!
!
!



Tuesday, April 7, 2020  Pre-K  3 Year Olds!
!
*Listen to the Story, Max and the Chocolate 
Chicken, by clicking on this link:!
!
www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Max's
+Chocolate+Chicken+video
+utube&docid=608021326951547785&mid
=43456A19ACEBC017D5C343456A19ACE
BC017D5C3&view=detail&FORM=VIRE!
!
*Then, have your child make an Easter 
craft.!
~Paper Bunny Craft- Type in this link in 
your toolbar.!
www.easypeasyandfun.com/paper-bunny-
craft/!
OR~They could go outside (if it is a nice 
day) or use paper  and draw an Easter 
picture -examples- Easter bunny, baby 
chick, jellybeans, eggs, a cross,  etc. They 
could count how many Easter things they 
drew and you could write that numeral for 

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Max's+Chocolate+Chicken+video+utube&docid=608021326951547785&mid=43456A19ACEBC017D5C343456A19ACEBC017D5C3&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
http://www.easypeasyandfun.com/paper-bunny-craft/


them. They could trace yours, or try to write 
it themselves. :)!
~Another option : Easter Bunny Mask - If 
you have a printer, you can print it off.  
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